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FOREWORD

'Suspension and Alinement Services was developed from the suggested
services for, automotive springs, shocks, stabilizing deVices, front
suspension, and steering that are ;A:sted in the Automotive Services
Occupations. The content may be used in secondary schools and adult
programs to assist.in preparing individuals who wish to enter the automotive
field or'to upgrade personnel already working as automotive mechanics.

Appreciation is expressed to Fred 11.-Gramet; automotive team leader;
Nassau County BOCES, Jericho, for,the development of 'the original instruc-
tional materials. Additional information was contributed by Wal,lace
Chapman, auto mechanids instructor'at Hudson Valley Community College,
TrOy.° Assistance relating to content was provided by 'Charles A. Stebbins,
associate in the Bureau of Trade and Technical Education. The project was
cooidinated and the manuscript prepared for publication by Nelson S. Maurer,
associate in the Bureau of Continuing Education Curriculum Development.

GORDON E. VAN HOOFT, Director
&vision. of Schoa Supervision

HERBERT BOTHAMLEY, Chie?
Bureau of Continuing Education

Curriculum Development



MESSAGE TiD ,THE INSTRUCTOR
-,

Suspension and Alinement Services is designed to prepare students for
employment in specialized area ofAutomotive services. Units are
presented in numerical order, but the'sequence may be.altel'ed to accommodates
the needs and backgrounds of tfittrainees. The avaiJability'of tools and
equipment also may necessitate adaptations in the use of the materials. .

This guide suggests methods and' materials' thatshould enricha course
and help achieve a more effeCtive presentation.' The general objectives
for each unit are stated in terms of performance activities that the student
is able to do as a result of the i'nstruetion. The standards, as determined
by the instructor, should be at least the minimum prOficiency necessary for
entry employment in'the area of suspension and alinement services. 'More
detailed objectives may be developed and these also should be stated as
observable behavior that the learner.is,able to do when applying the skills
and knowledges acquired. The left-hand column of each unit contains,a
suggested topical outliQe; the right4land cqIumn gives related factual .

information, as well as suggested teaching techniques,and page references
for selected textbooks. At the conclusion of each unit, topics for review
"discusSion are included. Also, a sample final examination is provi d

-The use of instructional aids will greatly clarify the presentati
of the material.. A lis*of suggestedaids is given in the bibliograp

. .

, Excellent instructional materials are available froM Various automobile
and automotive ment manufacturers. .Local dealers will often donate

'service instructio l Materials after.they have presented the infOrmation
to their own mechanics. Specific items'-may be lotated in Automotive
Instructional Mdterial published by the Automotive Service Industry .

Association.' Many useful teaching aidi'may be 'fabricate& fromsampls or
discarded equipment. .

, 7.

...
.

,

New instructional aids are constantly being, made available to
in'structors. Current releases of audiovisual aids Areilusually listed in .

issUes'of such publications as American Vocational Journal, Industrial
Education,-and School Shop. New information relating to the automotive
industry is available'from autOmotive trade magazines and automotive
enthusiasts publications.

,-

ROBERT H. BIELEFELD, Director
Division of Occupational Education Distructiois

5
iv.

CARL G.- BENENATI, Chisf
Bureau of Trade and
Technical.Education
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INTRODUCTION #

OBJECTIVES

'The student wil,1 be able:

TO assess the value of the course in meeting his perceived'
occupational needt

UNIT 1

To demonstrate appropriate work habits and attituaes dUring
tiOnz and on the job

lo'demonstratt.a high regard for the safety of himself (Ind his
fellow workers during training and oh the job

To explain'briefly the evOlution of suspension and s)eering
syitems from the whgon to the modern car

. ,

, .

.To fdengfy and explOn thp operation,-Of the component parts o
the suspension and steeri vsystempz

ha
suspenliist4Oing, and
handli

To explain hoW the
'vehicle affect its

,

CONTENT OUTLINE

IA ,Importance of
Su4ension and

.Arinement Service

-

V
AT1

alinement of a'

ERSTAND1NGS ANp TEACHING APPROACHES

IndFgate,that to keep the'original handling
qualitieg-of a vehicle and to get maximum
ti.re wear periodit wheel alinement and service
to the suspension system are necessary.
Fürthermore, neW tire designs and increasea
.highway speeds have emphasized the desirability
of maintaining the suspension system at or

,-near the orikinal specfficitions. Also, the
condition of the tires and the suspension
system ire included in Oe required annual
vehicle inspection. (

Point out that the individual toing froht
'end work needs 'to be a trained technician
because many times the customer's life
depends on the way the job is done. Also,
the equipment used for suspension, and aline-

.
ment Tepairs is costly and usually requires
,the services of a skilled individual. This
is a well-paid area of the repair trade, and
'the mechanic often has the .opportunity of

7



Introduction

..CONTENT OUTLINE

II. Oerview of Course

UNDERSTANDINGS AND TE4 IsX APPROACHES
\

earning a bonus based on the volume:of wbrk
produced. A person covld alsp specialize
and spend all his time in thiis' field.
Employment opportunities are available with
new-car'dealers, tire distributors, chain-
store autoMotive service departments, and
speciality shops.

,The purposes of .the course are:
A

To permit individbals who are7now
workinpas automotive mechanies to
improve and update.their knowledge in
the rapidly changing area ofesuspension
and alinement service

To.provide training in suspet4ion and
alinement service,for students 'in
vocational and occupational education
programs as wsll as other interested
-persons

Indicate that ihe Course will cover all areas
of suspension and alinement service including
the following:

Ines of suspensions and their repair

Alinement

Wheel/balance

Diagnosis

Point out that each student wil1 learn the
theory from class presentations and the text
and then will have the opportunity to apply
-this knowledge by working on live jobs.

Indicate also...such items as the length bf
each session, the number of sessions) the.
procedures'to be followed in class, the
reasonkfor homework, and in general, the
expectations for each,class member.

Emphasize that there will be quiz.zes through- .

out the course as well as a final examination.
Note that following thefinal.examinution,
time will be allotted for a.review of the
.fe..and for answering questions about the
course.-

8



Introduction'

oorruNT titrruNC UNDERSTANDINGS AND TEACHING APPROACHES

A. Individual needs

B. Work habit's and
attitudes

III. Course Requirements

Determine the, background, and needs of each
studenl. Use this information to adapt the
course content tp meet as pany of the
individual needs as possible, keeping in mind
the equipment available.

Develop a card data file forieach student
listing address, phone number, needs, goals,
training, work 'experience, and other pertinent
information. lhis file will be valuable in
giviry individual aid during the course.
Also, it-will help to maintain contact with
students after employient. Many times former
students can Ocovide up-to-date trade,
information, tfaining aids, and placement
assistance. *

DiscUss the importance of good work habitg-
and show-how these might aid an individual
in maintaining and iMproving his position.
Include such items as:

* tense of responsibility to employer
and other. employees

Appreciation of safety rules and
regulations

t Accuracy and speed

Discuss the attiftudes that employers expect to
find in'employees:

Indicate that many times the cause of a
k_

worker's dismissal is related to his poor
work habits,and not to his lack of knowledgq.

Emphasize the importance of developing good .

work habits an14 desirable attitudes during
the course. (Ref. What Employers Want; Why
-Young People Fail To Get and Hold Jobs)

A. Prerequisites It would be adVantageous for students to be
knowledgeable in the following areas:

Basic mathematics

Basic science

9
3



Introduction

CONTENT OUTLINE

B. Textbook

C. Notebook

IV. General. Safety

UNDERSTANDINGS AND TEACHING APPROACHES

Plana geometry

. Basic automotive mechanics

Shop safety

\ If a textbook is to be used, give its title,
price, and source. Arrange for a group order.t

Indicate that a looseleaf notebook is
necessary for keeping class notes,
information, specification booklets, and
other materials distributed during the course.

Review general rules of safety for the
service garage employee. (Ref. B, pp. 47-49;
General Safety Instructions; Safety in Your
Future; Your Guide.to Safety as a Service-
(arage Employee)

Use films or transparencies that deal with
safety to emphasize the importance of *---N

practicing Safe work procedures'when perfo
any type of repair work.

Ask students to discuss their own exPeriences
with accidents and have them indicate the

... procedures that Should have been followed.

Discuss the dangers of horseplay and hot
rodding, and give examples of the possible
consequences of each.

-

Show the location of fire extinguishers and
discuss fire control procedures.

Explain the specific safety procedures for_
using the following;

Wheel balancers

Lifts and jacks for vehicles

Compressed air.

Coil spring compressors

m,
A..Protective clothing State school policy relative to coveralls,

shop coats, or uniforms. Mention possible
storage areas for clothes and outer garments.

tRefereilce citations are Shown on page 61.

4
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CONTENT OUTLINE

B..SafetY glasses

Introduction

UNDERSTANDINGS AND 'TEAMING APPROKHES

Indicate the school poliCy relative to the
weariri of approved safety glasses.

Arrange for a group purchase of approved
safety glasses for those who'wish to have
their own glasses.

V. Automotive Suspension 'Review briefly the development of the modern.
and Steering Systems suspension and steering system,.including

the Atkerman steering and kingpin axle.

Explkin how the suspension of a vehicle-tends.
.to improve its ride and handlibg qualities.

-44

Define and explain with simple'examples how
the following terms affect.the fide and
handling 'of vehicles:

Sprung weight

Unsprung weight
,t

I

A. Types of suspensions Indicate t leaf springs were the first
type of su sion used. Although leaf .

springs are till being used, point out that
other types of suspensions have been tried
and found satisfactory. .

B. Front suspension

Explain, illustrate, and point out some of
,the advantages and disadVantages of the
following types.of suspensions:

Leaf spring (transverse; full, semi,
and quarter elliptic)

Coil,spring fcommon)

Torsion bar (VW and Chrysler)

Air suspension (Nrcedes-Benz)

Hydrolastic (Austin-tednerican)

' Hydraulic (Citroen)

11.

Indicate how the efforts to redUce the unsprung
weight of a vehicle lead to the development of
the independent front suspensions. (Ref. A,

p. 37).

5



Introduction V

03NTENT OUTLINE

C. Rear suspension

gr.

UNDERSTANDINGS XND TEACHING APPROACHES

Explain and illustrate the fnllowing types
of front suspensions:

1

Solid axles (truc ks and older cars)

"kW fraMe (common)

Trailing arm (old VW)

Leading asog -(Cfiroen 2CV)

Swingvaile

Mac Pherson (BMW)

Sliding piller (Morgan)

By using the lift compare as many different
types of'front sUspensions as are readily/
available. (Ref...F., pp. 284-288)

Indicate that the solid aXleis the mail
type of rear suspension found on American-
made cars, but many alternatives are used
on foreign cars. Explain and illustrate
the following types of rear suspension:

Hotchkiss drive (commen)

Torque-tube drive (Buick)

Swing axle (VW)

Full independent (Corvette)

Foreign types

,(
Point out that-independent rear suspension
may improve roadabity and ride Bet it means

, an additional first cost as well increased .

service costs. (Ref. A, pp: 38-46; Ref. B,
-pp. 458-459).

D. Suspension linkage Indicate that niUch of the service to the *

suspensiot lihkage involves the replacement
of wrn parts. .Display samples ,and exPlain
the operation and wear points of the following:

8

Ball joints

Kingpins and bushings.

44.

6
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U.

InI:e.ductiona

CONTENT OUTLINE uND.ERgTANDINq .AND. TEACHI/4APC1200-*S4*

Tie rods and ends

Rubber suspension bushings

Shock absdrbers

Point out that even though most modern cars
have extended fubrication perpds, the
mechanic still his to be ab1jo follow a
lube chart and perform a quality lubrication.
Demonstrate tiow to inspect the suspension
system for excessively worn component parts.

Emphasize that it is the-iiSponsibility of
' the mechanic to inform the customer when a
hazard exists. (Ref. C, pp. 62-66)

E. Shock absorbers Explain the purpose and operation of shock
absorbers.

Display and explain the following types of
shock absorbers:

Piston

Direct acting

Load leveler

Demonstrate how to test shock absorbers on
and off the car.

Indicate that most original equipment shock
absorbers need to be replaced after about

tr 20,000 miles. Thus, many cars on the road
today need to have their shock absorbers
replaced. (Ref. A, p. 63; Ref. D, pp. 459-
460)

Review Discussibn

1. Explain the purpose of the independent front end suspension system.

2. Describe the difference in construction-between the bali joint and,
the kingpin type of suspension.

3. bist and explain the use of three types of-suspension springs.
) °

.4. Define and explain the impoktance of unsprung weight.

5. Explain the damage that can'be caused by defective shock aVorbers.

7
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UNIT 2

SUSPENSION SERVICE *AND REPA
;OBJECTIVES

The student will be able:

To inspect and serviCe kingpins and ball joints

To 'inspect and service steexing linkages

To inspect and service spring shackles and stabilizer and
suspension bushings

At

Toyemove and replace springs and adjust curb 'height

To service and replace shock absorbers

To explain the different types of shock absorbers available and
recommend the best type for specific kinds 'of use

To diagnose suspension problems and suggest the use of spring
boosters when,required

To explain to the customer the reasons spring boosters are needed

CONTENT OUTLINE

I. Ball Joints

UNDERSTANDINGS AND TEACHING APPROACHES.

.

A. Inspection Explin and demonstrate how the location of
the cal spiirftdetermines where the jack- is
placed. when raising a vehicle to inspect the
bale.joints (Ref. G, pp. 31-24 -- 31-25,
31:69),t.

00

Show how. to use a wedge to support the upper
A frame when inspecting Falcon type ball.
joints..

Demonstrate how to test both types of front
suspensions for axial and radial play. .

Indicate that ball joints should be replaced
when the play exceeds State inspection
requirements or factory specifications.
(Ref. E)

tReference citations are shown on page 61.

14
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3

tONTENT OUTLINE

B. Lubrication

C. ReplaceMent

,

:Suspension Service snd Repair

UNDERSTANDINGS AND TEAgHING APPROACHES
"F

Show how to lubricate ball joints. Obttain

lubrieation procedures frOm service meuals.

Emphasip the importance of proper jack"
placement when repairinv.both types of front
suspenSion.

Caution students to use a wedge.and other
support tools when replacinglpall joints

'.because the tension on the spring may be
seyeril hundred pounds whisp could hq very

- dangerous if not properlytbntained.

'Demon 4ate hOw to use the air Chisel and
other ecial tools for the removal of ball

,. joints Have students refer to service
manual for specific removal procedures:

Explain why the bolts used for.installing
bAll joints are special high-strength bolts.

Explain the different ll'ocking devices used
to hold ball joints in place.

Have students practice insRecting, lubricating,
removing, and replacing ball joints.

II. Kingpins and Point out that kingpins and bushings are located
Bushings in'the:

A. Inspection

B. Lubrication

C. Replacement

SpATIdle

Knuckle

Demonstrate how to check kingpins and bushings
for wear. Point out the maximum allowable
movement at the wheel as specified by the
State inspection requirements. (Ref. E),.,

Emphasize the importanceof proper jack
placement when inspecting and servicing
kingpins.

!.

'Show how to lubricate kingpins.

Explain the various methods that are used to
lock the kingpin in position.

Point out that some vehicles have full floa
kingpins'and bushings with needle bearings and
this type will fit without further machinirig.

15
9



Su ension ServiCe and Repair

CONTENT OUTLINE

III. Pivot Pins and
Bushings

- A: Inspection

B. Lubrication

C. Replacement

IV. Springs

UNDERSTANDINGS AND TEACHING-APPROACHES

Demonstrate different methods of removing and
replacing kingpins and bushings. Have students
refer to service manuals for specific removal
procedures.

Have students practice inspecting, lubricating,
removing, and replacing kingpins and bushings..

A

Demonstrate-how t&install bushings tid fit
kingpins by the use ofreamersand honeS.-.

Have the students practice fitting kingpins
and bushings usingreamers. and hones. '

4

Demonstrate-how to inspect the'pivot pins
and busflings. Point out the wear limits
that are,specified by 'the State for oiirot pins.

Emphasize the importance of proper jack
placepent when inspecting and servicing pivot
pingrIndbushings..

-

Show how to lubricate pivot pins. Obtain
lubrication,procedures from service manuals.

Demonstrate the removal and replacement of
pivot-pins and bushings.

Have students practice inspecting, lubricating,
removing,and replacing pivot pins and bushings

EMphasize that when pivot pins or bushings
are replaced, the front-suspension must be'
alined.

Explain the basic construction of the following
types of springs:

Semielliptic leaf

11 Coil

Torsion bar

a Air suspension

Hydrolastic

lk

10



- CONTENT OUTLINE

Th

V. Curb Height

4

Suspension Serice and Repair

4 q:
UNDERSTANDINGS AND TEACHING.APPROACHES

1

(Ref. A,, pp. 53-60; Ref. F, pp. 287-,288)

Explain the colron causes for spring breakage.

Demonstrate the procedures for the removal ,

and =placement Of coil springs.

'Have students Practice removing and replacing
coil s

De strate'the procedures for the remoVal
an replacement of leaf springs..

t .

'Explain Why new bushings are always inserted1
between the bolt and hanger when leaf springs
ara replaced.

/

. ) ,

Explain why springs should be replaced in
pairs. .

,>

Have students,practice removing mid replacing,' ti

de leaf springs. -

Demonstrate the procedures for the removal
and replacement of-torsion bars.

Have students practice removing and replacing
torsion bars.

Explain how to check the curb height of a
vehicle by inspection and measurement. (Ref.

A,-p. 150)

Point out that the manufacturer's sPecification
Of curb height is usually from a point op
the vehicle such as'a body molding or A .

frame bolt to the road surface without driver
and passengers but with normal operating,load.

Explain why the 'curb height of a vehicle must
be adjusted before the alinpment ,is started.

Point out the conditions that affect the curb ,

height or a vehicle'and show how to correct .
the following:

Broken,or fatigued.springs

Excessive trunk lcdd

Lowering devices'

17
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Suspension Service and Repair

CONTENT OUTLINE

V . Shock Absorbers

. A. Inspection

B. .Replacement

,

"UNDERSTANDINGS AND TEACHING APPROACHE

(Ref. A, Ppi 138-163)

Dvonstrate how to adiust c rb height oia.
vdhicle equipPed with torsi' n'bar suspension.'

HaVe tudents pradticemeasuring and adjusting
curb.heights on.Vehicles. eqUipped-with.torsion

.01
bars.

Show how .to.visually inspe4 shock absorbers,,
fOr:,,feaks."Indicate thit any Shock absorber:,

,

that shows.signs of leaking should be replabed:

Point out that some noiSes coming from the
front'or rear suspension maybe dile to shock
absorbers or their-mountings.

,

, .

, .

Demonstrate_how to test shock absorbers on
the car by bouncing: Note that sepiceable
shock abSorberi shoUld limit the movement to
one rebOund.

-416how'ThOw to disconnect a shock absorber from
a VehiCle'and test its.operation.

Demonstrate the method of removing and
replacing shock absorbers including the
placement.of rubber grommets, (Ref. C, pp.
,224-225)4).

ShoWhoW to use special tools to ielhove
frozen'littings.

:Have.students practice inspecting,. removing,
and replacirig shock absorbers.

:Explairi why it is-i4ortant :to know the
. .operating conditions of ihe vehicle before
-.recommending the, proper ype of replatement

. 7

shOck absOrber..
9k4t

Point out that shock absOtbOtes'art available.
in the following types:

4

.

0.Heavy duty

Aajustable '

&: -Racing

12
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Suspension ServiceAnd Repair

CONTENT OUTLINE UNDERSTANDINGS AND TEACHING APPROACHES

VII. Booster Devices. Explain why booster devices are used on
vehicles.-

Demonstrate how to install the folloWing
types f bboster,devices:

Load levelers

-0 Air lifts
-7

Ai7 olir oil s1ocR4

-1 Booster springs

% VIII.Steering and
,

Ekplain why variou,types of steering and'-

Suspension Linkage, suspension linkagbs are used. ,

"

/

Explain the functions and'operation of the

41,Pitman arm

Tie rqds.and ends

Idler arm

Drag link

Relay rod(center link)

, 41

(Ref. C, pp. 62-66)

Demonstrate how to inspect and service
steering and suspensionginkages. Refer to

service ,manuals for'specific proceduree:.

'Dembnstrate 'how to remove bpshings with a
_puller and also with norMal hand fools.

Demonstrate the removal of a,tapered tie rod
end by the Use of.a 'pickle fork" or twO
hammers.

6
Caution students to be sure that the suspension
units are 4ot under loAd'wb-n servicing
comionent patts.

Have students practice inspecting, lubricating,
and servicing steeringand suspension linkages.

1 9
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SuspensiOn Service and Repair

iCONTENT OUTLINE tiNDERSTANDINGS AND TEACHING APpROACHES

. .

IX. .,.Safety Emphasize the importance 'of following safe
work procedures when servicing the suspension
system. Also, point out that an error .made
during the diagnosing or servicing of a #

4
. suspensicin syitem could easily endanger the
customer's life. Review court ?cases in
which mechanics and rages ha44 teen held ,
responsible for errors made,

Review DisCussion

A. Name two ,claSses of, kingpins and bushings used on v hicles.'
,

2./ Describe how to check the various types of .ball ints f ear.

3. Explain the advantages° of- baliftoints over kin bushings.

4. Explain how to check kingpins for wear,

S. Explain where to plaCe the jack when replacing ball joints on
vehicles equipped_ with conventional and Falcon type suspensions.

6. Describe the function of' five types of springs used 'on vehicles .

7. Explain how fp remoilpid replace a front coil spring.
-

_

8..; Explain how to adjusf torsion bars to change' liehicle eufb -height.

Explain how to test shock absorbers on and off. a vehicle.

JO. Discuss methods of removing frozen- spring bushings nuts, and tie
rod ends.

e
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UNIT.3

OBJECTIVES

WHEEL ALINEMENT

The student wil/ be able:

To explain the basic principles of wheel alinement

To identify and -explain the .function of caster, camber, toe-in,
steering, axis of inclination, and-toe-Out on turns4P)

To use information obtained from- a customer interview to aid in
the diagnOsis of alinement 'problems

To recognize worn or defeciive.parts in.the cuspenSion system

To diagnose the reasons for excessilre wear in the suspension system

To diagnose Ae reasons for malfunctions of 'the suspension system
,

so To check and adjust'caster, camber, and toe-in

Tdkobeck and diagnoie unusual suspension and alinement problems
y-

s.To modify suspension settings for unusual conditions of operation
or load
- .

11

To check ana-adjust rear susp sion alinement

CONTENT OUTLINE UNDERSTANDINGS AND TEACHING APPROACHES

I. -Wheel-Alinement
Factors:

A.'Ca.mber

4

Explain front end geothetry and how the position
of the wheels affect the steering.and handling
characteristics of a vehicle.

Define and explain camber. (Ref. A, pp., 72-73;
Ref. 478-479; Ref. C, pp..29-34)t.

rs

Explain how caMber makes the steering easier
by permitting the,weight of the vehic/le to be
supported by the inner wheel bearing and
spindle.

Point out that camber is- a directional control
angle and measured in degrees.

tReference citations ate shown-on page 64

15
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Wheel Alinement

CONTENT OUTLINE UNDERSTANDINGS AND TEACHING APPRo CHES
V

Explain and illustrate positive and negative
camber. Show the effects of camber by using
the illustratior(of steering a bicycle by
Jeaning.J

Point out how incorrect camber may cause
excessive wear Of:

Bala joints

B. Caster

C. Steering axiS
of inclination'

f-
Wheel bearings

Tire edges

-Demonstrate how to o tain a camber reading
using a giuge. Emph ze that.the wheels
should be straight ihe hen a reading is
taken.

Have students practice obtaining camber
readings of vehicles. ,

DemonAtnate the actuat caAtek-cambert adjuAt-
mento tate& in tile Luzon.

Define and explain caster. Indicate that
Caster is a directional angle and has little
effect on tire wed% (Ref: C, pp. 35-39).-

Illustrate% the effect of caster by using a
furniture caster. (Ref. A, p. 76)

(Explain and,illustrate with a drawing.
positive and negative caster.

Explain how caster affects the following:

Steering (hard or pull to one side)

Road shock and shimmy

*0 Wander and weave at high speed

Demonstrate how to obtain a caster reading
using a gauge.

Have students practice.obtaining caster
readings of vehicles.

Define and explain steering axis of incliniition
or kingpin inclination. (Ref. A, p. 73; Ref.
B, p. 478)

16
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CONTENT OUTLINE

D. Toe-in

e.

Wheel Alinement

UNDERSTANDINGS AND TEACHING APPROACHES ..,

Illustrate with a diagram the included angle
of camber and steering axis of inclinatiqn.,,
(Ref. A, p. 73; Ref,.C, pp. 40-44)

ShOw the effect of the axis of steering
inclination on steering by using a model

, a pencil and a cardboard disk. (Ref. A,
74; Ref. B, pp. 479-481)

Explain how steering .akis of inclinatio n
affects the steering of a vehicle by:

Reducing the need for excessive
camber

or

Fo

Distributing thg weight of the vehicle
morq evenly under'the road contact
arei of the tire

Providing a pivot about which the wheel
iay turn, thus producing easier
steering and faster recovery from a
turn

e.

(Ref. 44., pp% 74 76; Ref.. 13* pp. 479-481)

Demonstrate how to checkthesteering axis
of inclination by using a caster7camber gauge.
Obtain specific settiAgs from service manuals
and 'charts.

Point out this angle is nonadjustable,and i
,correction is necessary parts will have to
be replaced.

Define and explain toe-in.

Explaidthe relationship of toe-in to camber
and caster.

Explain ai4show how toe-in affects tire
wear. (Ref. B, p. 501; Ref. F, p. 311)

Indicate that toe-in is the final adjustment
in a wheel alinement.

E. Toe-out on turns Explain toe-out on turns and how it affects
the handling of a vehicle. (Ref. B, p. 482)

Show how the steering arms control toe-out
on turns, and point out that normally no

2 3
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Wheel Alinemeni

"CONTENT OUTLINE

F. Rear wheel geometry

II. Wheei Alinement
Preparation

A. astomer interview

AP

UNDERSTANDINGS AND *TEACHING AP ROACHES

adjustment is possible. (Ref. A, ..78;. Ref.
B, p. 482)

Explain how toe-out on turns causes tires to:

Scuff

Squeal
-

Show how "slip angles" affect.tire wear as
the speed of a vehicle increases. (Ref. F,
pp. 311-312)

Demonstrate how to check toe-out,on turns
using turning plates. Obtain specific settings-
from servictmanuals. Note that if the
readings arenot within allowable limits the,
steering arms have.to be replaced.

Have students practice checking toe-out on
turnS on a variety .of vehicles.

Explain hOw the rear wheeligeometry affects
the handlihg of the vehicle. Indicate that
on most cars the rear axle and rear suspension
syStems are designed so they assist in
steering the vehicle around.a corner. The
point about which a vehicle turns changes
due to the deflection of the springs.

Point out the importance of and reasons for
obtaining from the customer the following
informatión:

Type of driving coliiiions (roads
and speed) .

Type of loads carried in vehicle

Amount of fuel usually kept in tank

Handling of.vehicle

Tire wear

Explain how the above conditions can be
compensated for by changes in alinement
settings.

18
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CONTENT OUTLINE

B. Inspection of
veicle

C. Condition of
work area

f

Wheel Alinement

UNDE,RSTANDINGS AND TEACHING APPROACHES -

Indicate why the front.tires must be in good
condition and have the same diameter foi a
satisfactory wtieel alinement. Equalize all
tire pressures to manufacturer's specifidations.
(Ref. A, p. 165)'

Explain why it is necessary to check the
curb height of a vehicle.before performing
a whel

Review how to check the curb height of a
vehicle.

Indicate that any abnormal sagging condition
must'be repaired unless it is caused by a
normal load.

Review wHy it islnecessary to check,the front
suspension and steering linkage of the vehicle

.before performing a wheel alinement.

Explain why it is important to check wheel
runout when using e uipment that contacts
the rim or tire.

Explain why work area and equipment must be
level during the

Show how to check and leveI b alinement
equiphent.

alinement process.

D. Positioning of Show how to adjust r s or turn plates to
vehicle the tread of a vehicle.

Demonstrate how to position a vehicle wAn
plates.are used.

Demonstrate_how,to position the vehicle when
portable stands are used.

III. Wheel Alinement Indicate that specific procedures-find
Procedures speciications for wheel alinementS may be

obtained ftom 'service manuals and charts..

ShOw how to Tead and write the specifications
on a work order.

Point out that mostcambgr-caster adjustMents
on Americantmade cars and light trucks.are
made by,using:

A. Camber-casfer

2 5 .
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Wheel Alinement

CONTENT OUTLINE

B. Toe-in

C. Final cheek IF

r

(

UNDERSTANDINGS AND TEACHING APPROACHES

goillEccentrics

hims

Slotted holes
k57:,-

SaTrated upper control arm shaft
IT

Adjustable rod and eccentric bushing

(Ref. G, p. 30-5; Snap-on teaching aid)

Demonstrate how to adjust camber and caste;
on different types of suspensions. :Show the
use of special tools where required.

Have students practice making camber-caster
adjustments on different types of suspensions.
Students should acquire the proficiency
necessary Or an entry mechanic.

'

Demonstrate how to "Make toe-in adjus nts'
on different types of suspensions. lai
the various kinds of equipment used to
measure toe-in.. Emphasize that toe-in is
measured ,in inEhes and not in degrees.

Explain how toe-in adjustmeAs affect the
straight ahead pOsition of the steering
wheel.

. Have students complete their alinement work
by making toe-in adjustments.

Caution students to check carefully all
locking devices at the conclusion of every
wheel alinement.

Emphasize that the final step in an alinement
is to roaa test the vehicle to be sure the:

Front end tracks properly

Steering wheel is centered

Steering is functioning properly

Front end has no unusual noise

2 6
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COI4TENT OUTLINE

IV. Diagnosis of Unusual
Suspension and ,Aline-,
meAt Problems

Wheel_Alinement,

UNDERSTANDINGSAND TEACHING. APPROACHES'

Indicate that on delivery to the customer
the inside and outside of the vehicle should
be free of dirt and grease.

Point out that to properly diagnose unusual
suspension and alinement problems, the
mechanic needs to have,knowledge and experience
of other areas of the, automobile because
some problems that appear to be related to
suspension or alinement are really the, result
of other factors.

- 54

A. Additional customer, Explain how additional ,Information the

information customer might be helpful in the dia sis

of unusual susrension and alinement problems.

B. Road test

Develop with the students a list of items
which would help a mechanic gather useful
informa,tion from the customer. Consider
such items as:

Nature of problem

Duration of problem

Previous repairs to suspension system

Time or mileage since last service
to suspension system

Other problems of'vehicle

roes and frequency of loads carried,

Have students role play several situations
involving an interview between a mechanic
and a customer. Have students evaluate the
information gathered during each interview
and suggest.ways to improve.the communication
between, mechanic and customer.

Explain how a road test of the vehicle may
substantiate the custOmer's complaints and
indicate the need for othet services
related to:

Tires

Brakes

27 Ignition and lights
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Wheel Alinement

C6NTENT OUTLINE

C. Visual inspection

1. Tire wear

2. Curb height

3. Tracking

.4. Application

UNDERSTANDINGS AND TEACHING APPROACHES

Fuel

Drive train

Have students road test cars and note
unusual alinement problems.

Use visusaloids and actual tires to' show how
tire wearlhay indicate:

Alinement problems

Balance problems

Poor driving habits

Improper inflation

SAllbw how the curb height of a vehicle may
indicate abnormal loading conditions which
would affect the caster and camber settings

Show how poor tracking of a vehicle may
indicate a:

Broken spring center bolt

Bent frame

Damaged or improperly adjusted control
arm

Have students practice checking vehicles with
unusual suspension and alinement problems.

Review Discussion

1. Discuss the necessary services.that must be done before
can be alined.

2. Explain how to check the levelness of the area
alinement.

a vehiale

used for wheel

3. Describe how to properly position a vehicle for alinemeht.

4. What must be known by the mechanic before curb heights can be
adjusted?

4,
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Wheel Alinement

5. What vehicle operating conditions must be considered in order to
perform a satisfactory alinement?

6. Explain how.to adjust,camber and caster on ball joint.and the'
kingpin types of suspensions.

7. Explain how tire type and condition affect wheel alinement.

8. Explain the situations when a mechanic would not adjust the front
end according to'factory specifications..

9. .Which direction from the vertical is negative caster?

10. Which direction from the vertical is positive camber?

11. Define steering axis of inclination and explain how it affects
the steering of a vehicle.

12. Describe the effects of incorrect camber and caster settings on
-

vehicle performance.

13. Can toe-out on turns be adjusted?

14. How does incorrect toe-in or toe-out affect tire weir?

15. Describe Some of the causes of excessive tire wear.

16. Explain thg..ternis Oversteer and understeer.

17. Discuss thesuspensiOn and alinement problems that can be. diagnosed_
directly by a road test. A

18. Explain how the customer's loading or use of his vehi6le affects
alinement and tire wear.

4

19. Discuss some diplomatic ways ofexplaining tO a customer that
many of his car problems relate to his own poor driving habits.

20. What parts of the car are factory balanced?



WHEEL BALANCE
OBJECTIVES

The student will be able:

To diagnose wheel balance problems

To check wheel runout

To static balance wheels

- To dynamic balance'wheels (on andoff car)

CONTENT OUTLINE UNDERSTANDINGS AND TEA HING APPROACHES

ikIrt

I. Importance of Wheel Discuss the advantages of aving the wheels
Balance of a vehicle balanced.

A. Steering stability Explain how improper wheel balance causes
"wheel tramp" and "wheel shimmy." (Ref. A,
pp. 166-167; Refr. C, pp. 50-51)t

B. Tire life Explain and illustrate how improper'wheel
balance shortens tire life. 4Ref. B, p: 501)

C. Wear and vibration Explain how an unbalanced wheel vibrates
the entire body and chassis and causes wear
of the suspension parts.

,.II. Wheel and Rim Runout Explain how eadial and lateral rundut affect,
wheel balancing.

Show how4to check for radial runout. Indicate
that wheels exceeding Amp of an inch runout
should be replaced. (Ref. G,'p. 30-24)

, Demonstrate how to check for lateral runout.
Indicate that wheels exceeding .090 of an
inch runout should be straightened or
replaced. (Ref. G, p. 30-24).

III. Tire Condition

Have students practice checking radial and
lateral wheel runout.

Explain how different types of tire wear
affect balance.

tReference itations are shown on page-61.
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CONTENT OUTLINE

IVip Static Balance

le

Wheel Balance

UNDERSTANDINGS AND TEACHING APPROACHES

Indicate that tires should run true for an
accurate job of balancing. Note that tire
runout is not as critical as wheel runout,
because a tire casing is flexible and changes
.shape with speed. If the runout exceeds
one-eighth of an inch, the tire must be trued
,or replaced. (Ref. D, p. 445)

Explain static balance. Indicate that a
wheel in balance has its weight equally
distributed around the axis" of rotation.
Static balanping.islione'with the wheel
assembly at rest.

Indicate that most wheels and tires are out
of balance. Illustrate this-by loosening
the wheel bearings a little and releasing
the brakes and note that the heavy,part of
the wheel settles to the-bottomi. (Ref. A,
p. 169)

Explain why all old weights and stones need
to be removed from a iire before starting
any balancing.

Discuss the range, types, and sizes, of
weights that are available for wheel balancing. i

Demonstrate static balancing of a tire and
wheel assembly by the use'of a bubble balancer.
Point out that the bubble balancer., only
balances the wheel and tire and does not
include the hub and brake drum or disc.

Explain why the weishts shoUad be-split or
Halved on the instillation to compensate for,
dynamic balance.

Have students practice static balancing of
tire and wheel assemblies.

. Dynamic balance Explatn dynamic balance. Indicate that
dynamic balanping is done while the wheel
assembly.is in motidn.

Show with a sketch why a tire-that is
.statically balanced may.not be dynamically
balanced. (Ref. , p:-303)

31
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Wheel Balance

CONTENT OUTLINE

A. On the car

UNDERSTANDINGS AND TEACHING APPROACHES

Point out that some types of dynamic balancdrs
will balance a-wheel in two planes.

Indicate that any loose material iside the
tire makes it impossible to balance the tire
correctly.

Point out the hazards associated with dynamic
wheel balancing such as:

Flying stones

Moving parts

' Describe and illustrate the different types
of on-the-car dynamic wheel balancers that
are available.

onstrate on-the-car dynamic wheel .

ancing. (Ref. A, pp. 171-172)

Point out that the main advantage of on-the-
car dynamic, wheel balancers is their ability
to balance the wheel, hub, and brake drum or
disc as a unit. Note that cars equipped with

9 disc brakes require a more powerful spinner
than cars equippedwith drum brakes.

Considek inviting manu6actunen4 nepne4enta-
tive4 demoratnate equipment not avaZtabte
Oh annange:tnio to commenciat tine 4hop4 to
oimenve a vaniety o6 equipment in Lae.

Have students practice on-the-car dynamic
balancing of wheels.

B. Off the car Describe and illustra ,e the different .types
of off-the-car dynainfi wheel balancers that
are available.

Demonstrate off-the-car dynamic wheel balancing.

Have students practice off-thencar dynamic
balancing of wheels.

VI. Rear wheel balancing Demonstrate how to balance-rear wheels. In-

clude the jacking procedures for both,regular
and limited slip types of rear axles. (Ref.

, p. 30-25),

ave students practice balancint rear wheels,
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:Wheel Balance

Review Discussion

1. Describes some of the conditions caused by poor wheel balance.

2. What is static balance?

3. What is dyndmic balance?

4. How can dynamic unbalanCe be corrected.

5. What are the various methods used to balance wheels?

6. Explain how to balance rear wheels.

7. What are some customer's complaints that indicate the need of
wheel balancing?

What precautions should be observed when balancing the rear
:I? wheels of a vehicle?

9. What are the ladvantages of balancing the tire, wheel, hub, and
brake drum or disc as an assembly?

10.. How would you attach Wheel weights when balancing a "Mag" wheel?

11. When balancing wheels on the car, explain why a more powerful
spinner is required for vehicles equipped with disc brakes than
for vehicles equipped with drum brakes.

12. Explain why an out-of-round tire that has been properly balanced
may continue to cause vibrations.

13. Discuss methods used to make a tire run true,

14. Discuss methods of testirig such rotating parts as-the flywheel,
driveshaft, and engine to determine whether or not they are out
of balance.

15. Discuss the ability of different types of spinner wheel balancers
to balance wheels and tires in two planes.

3 3
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MANUAL AND POWER STEERING
OBJECTIVES

The'student will be abae:

41«,/

itliT 5

To inspect steering gears and recognize leaks and exkessiVe
and wear

r

.6 To adjust steering gear end play and mesh

To remove, overhaul, And replace different types of steering
gear assemblies 1*

-t

To remove and replace erlergy absorbinpteering gears

To service power steering hoses and belts

To test and adjust power steering systems

To overhaul component parts of the power steeringsysteih

CONTENT OUTLINE UNDERSTANDINGS AND TEACHING'ARROAC4ES:,*

. ,

Describe and illustrate different types.
steering systems including:

Worm and sector

4. Steering Systems

4

Manual Steering

A. AdjUstment

Cam and lever

Worm and roller

Recirculating 'ball (compacts),

Rack. and pinion (sports and light
sedans)

Power steering

(Ref. A, pp. 200-211)t

Demonstrate how to perform,the following
checks and adjustments on steering gears:

tReference citations are shown on page 61.
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CONTENT OUTLINE

Manual and Power Steering

UNDERSTAN6INGS AND TEACHING APPROACHES.'

Play in,the straight ahead position

End play or preload in bearing

Mesh or backlash

Refer to service manuals for specific
specifications and procedures.

Iridicate.there should be no play in the
straight ahead position.

Explain how it is possible to incorrectly
adjust a steering,box too tight which would .
prevent the wheel returning to the straight
ahead position.

'Have the students practice making bearing
end-play ana steering meih adjustments on
a variety of shop units. Later, have students

, check-and aajust the steering gear boxes on
their own vehicles.

B. Removal and Demonstrate the procedures for the removal
Replacement and replacement of a manual steering assembly.

1

C. Overhaul

Include the following:

Use fender and seat covers to prevent
damage to the vehicle

Use a puller when removing the pitman'
arm,and steering gear to prevent
damage to the threads

Note the color and position of wires
before removing the steering column

Note posiiion of alinement shims and
mark verticle position of column to
facilitate reinstallation

'Point .out that the steering syetem is subjected,
to the following types of damage:

Wear

Accident (bent and broken)

Lack of lubrication

3 5
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Manual and Power Steering

CONTENT OUTLINE UNDERSTANDINGS AND TEACHING APPROACHES
4

Demonstrate how to overhaul a steering gear.

Explain how to prevent damage to the ball
guides by,not allowing the ball put on a
.recirculating ball steering gear to travel
tb the extreme,ends of the worm.'

Show how to center the sector shaft.

Have students practice overhauling and
adjusting various types of manual steering
gears. Refer to service manuals for
specifications and procedures.

III. Power Steering Explain the functions and operation of a
power steering unit. (Ref. C, pp. 72-74)

A. Types - Indicate that the commonly used power
steering units include:

Linkage

Integral

Discuss the advantages and disadyantages of
the linkage type power including ,

the following items:

Easy thstallation and removal

0.°
Lower cost

Less road feel

Exposed location

-(Ref. C, pp. 123-128)

Discuss the advantages And disadvantages of
the.integral type power steering,including
the following items:

Compact installatiOn

Better road feel

Difficult to service

6

,Impractical to install in the field

(Ref. C, pp. 104-121)
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Manual and Power Steering

CONTENT OUTLINE UNDERSTANDINGS AND TEACHING APPROACHES

B. Mijlor service Show how to perform the following minor
services:

Add fluid

C. AdjustMents

D. Pump service

Adjust belt tension

%Change belt

Tighten fittings

Remove anereplace hoses

Explain why it is important to have the belt

or in good condition and at the proper tension.
Point out that a worn belt or too much tension
may lead to power steering pump failure and
damage to the alternator or water pump
bearings.

Demonstrate how to make the following
adjustments:

End play or preload in worm bearing

m' Mesh

Centering of spool valve

Explain how to prevent damage to the bearings
by using a suing scale or toique wrench
when adjusting preload.

Explain the operation of the powersteering
pump,including the following types:

Tipper

Roller

(Ref. C, pp. 88-103)

Demonstrate how to service the following pump
components:

Seals

Bearings

Pump mechanism

3 7
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Manual and Power Steering

CONTENT OOTLINE

E. Control valves

F. Steering gears

Review Discussion

UNDERSTANDINGS AND TEACHING APPROACHES

Refer to service manuals for specific repair
procedures.

Explain why it is important to maintain clean
work procedures when servicing a power
steering pump.

Demonstrate how to perform a pressure test
of a power steering pump by using special
tools and gauges. (Ref. D, p. 490)

Show samples and explain the operation of
the following types of power steering control
valves including:

Linkage

Torsion bar

Rotary

Demonstrate how to center the control valve.
.9(E

Demonstrate the overhaul of commonly used
power steering gear units.

Hal.re students practice overhauling various
models of power steering units produced by
major manufacturers.'

Emphasize the importance of performing quality
work because a mechanic's error could cost
.the customer his life.

1. Describe the various typetlof manual steering gears and adjustment
procedures.

2. Explain what happens if a steering box is adjust

1
o tight.

1113. How is a steering goer checked for adjustment?

4. What is the major advantage of rack and pinion steering?

S. What is the advantageof variable ratio power steering?

6. How are pump shaft seals projected when a power steerin? pump
is rebuilt?

7. Why is
steer

nliness so important during the rebuilding of a power

p?
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SAMPLE FINAL EXAMINATION
Sample final Examination Part I -, Fill-In Statements

Direotiona: For each statement, write the word or phrase that, when
inserted in the blank, will complete the statement correctly.

.

1. Oily pressure for the power steering system is produced by the POWER '

STEERING PUMP.

2. A vibration in a vehicle that tends to occur at a specific road speed
is usually caused by IMPROPER WHEEL BALANCE.

3. Toe-out on turns is uswilly referred to as STEERING GEOMETRY.

4. According to State inspection rules,the nfaximum allowable movement in
a kingpin'type front suspension,is ONE-QUARTER OF AN INCH at the wheel.

S. On,the Falcon type ball joint suspepsion, the springs are attached to
the UPPER CONTROL ARMS.

6. A free-turning wheel that always comes to rest at the same spot is
usually OUT OF BALANCE.'

k

7. When a cgi-rounds a corner at high speed, the 4ifference between the
actual path and the path the wheels are pointing is called the SLIP

.angle.

8. The front springs used on Chrysler products are called TORSION BARS.

9. Shock absorbers may be tested:on the vehidle by BOUNCING.

10. On a conventional type of independent suspension,the springs are placed
between the UPPER AND DOWER CONTROL ARMS.

11. th a vehicle equipped with torsion bars, the curb height of the vehicle
may be changed by TURNING A BOLT.

12. The most popular type of shock absorber in use at the present time is
the DIRECT ACTING type.

13. Two alinement factors that influence tire wear are TOE-IN and CAMBER.

14. The part of the spring that wraps around the spring shackle is called
the SPRING EYE.

15. Toe-in can be adjusted by Changing the length of the TIE-ROD.

3 9
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16. An under inflated right front tire will cause the vehicle to pull to
the RIGHT.

17. The inflation pressure of tires should be checked when the tires ato
COLD.

18. TWo types of wheel balance are STATIC and DYNAMIC.

19. As the speed of a wheel increases, problems due to unbalance become
MORE NOTICEABLE.

20. Toe-in is required because the front wheels of a vehicle in motion have
a tendency to TOE-OUT.

21. In a typical front suspension system, the upper suspension arm is
. connected between the frame and the STEERING KNUCKLE.

22. When a wheel of a coil spring suspension system is deflected by passing
over a bump, the spring is COMPRESSED.

23. When a direct-acting shock absorber rebounds, fluid flows out of the
upper part of the cylinder and,also the RESERVOIR.

24. When the point of intersection of a front suspension is below the
surface of the road, the front wheel will tend to TOE-OUT.

25. Toe-out on turns means that the inner wheel of a vehicle negotiating
a corner will turn in a(an) SMALLER arc than the outer wheel.

26. The device that allows a leaf spring to change its length as it flexes
is called a(an) SHACKLE.

27. Ball joints should be checked periodically for AXIAL and RADIAL wear.

28. The steering axis of inclination may be changed by the REPLACEMENT OF
PARTS.

29. Incorrect camber may cause excessive wear of the wheel bearings, BALL.
JOINTS and TIRE EDGES.

30. The last step in a wheel alinement job is ROADTESTING THE VEHICLE.

4
Sample Final Examination Part II -- Multiple Choice

Diiections: For each statement, place in the space to the left of the
question the letter of the choice that completes the statement,
lost accurately.

C 1. The tilt Of the top of the wheel in or out is called

A. caster
B. toe-in
C. camber
D..steering axis inclination
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D 2. When viewed from the front, the inward tilt of the top of the
steering knuckle support is called

A. caster
B. toe-out
C. camber
D. steering axis inclination

3. When the front of the wheels is closer together than the back of
the wheels, it is called

A. toe-out
B. toe-in
C. toe-out on turns
D. toe-in on turns

4. More positive caster is obtained by m4ving the top ball joint or
the top of the kingpin

A. in toward the frane of the car
B. out away from the frame of the car
C. to the rear of the car
D. to the front of the car

D 5. The amount of toe-in required in a vehicle is determined by the

A. wheel base
B. canber

.

C. toe-out on turns
D. forward motion of the vehicle

6. Too much positive caster will cause.

A. eXcessive tire wear
B. slow speed shimmy
C. high speed vibration
D. excessive wear to ball joints

A 7. Toe-out on turns is controlled by the

A. length and angle of the steering arms
B. length of the tie rods
C. size of the tires and wheels
D. speed of the vehicle as it goes around a corner

C 8: Too much negative Caster will cause

A.-excessive tire wear
B. high speed vibration
C. wandering
D. excessive wear to wheel bearing
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9. When checking caster, the front wheels must be

A. in straight ahead position
B. turned a-total of 20°
C. turned a total of 40°
D. turned as far as possible

10. The type of oil generally used in power steering units is

A. 10-30 engine oil
B. automatic transmission type A
C. brake fluid
D. EP.go

A 11. When adjusting any integral power steering gear, it is most
important that the steering linkage be disconnected from the

A. pitman arm
B. steering wheel
C. front wheels
D. drive shaft

12. the gauge used to Check the fluid pressure in any power. steering
,system must have a maximum range of

A. 100 p.s.i.
B. 300 p.s.i.
C. 50(1. p.S.i.

D. 2000 p's.i.

13. When there is no oil pressure in a power steering system, the
most likely cause is

A. low tire pressure
B. improper wheel aliAmment
C. stuck relief valve
D. rouel pump bearings

C 14. Spool valves in hydraulic,steering systems are initially controlled
by

A. fluid
B. air pressure
C. the driver
D. the wheel spindle

A 15. If a power steering gear tries to steer itself, the

A. spool valve is incorrectly positioned
B. idle speed is set too high
C. steering linkage needs adjustment
D. bearing preload is too heavy

4 2
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16. The steering valve must-bv so positioned that is provides,

A. equal torque in- boairections.
111

B. a quick recovery on turns
C. 30 ft. lbs..torque
D. straight tracking

17. When reassembling a power steering unit, generally the old "0"
rings and seals should be

A. washed carefully and reused if not damaged
B. Ubricated and reused ,

C. çiscarded and replaced with new ones
D. kept submerged in fluid until used

B 18. To adjust the centering of the spool valve, the steering gear
must be

A. installed in the car
B. connected, to the-steering gear pump
C. disconnected from the steering gearjump
D. disconnected from,the pitman arm

C 19. If the centering of the spool valve is incorrect, it can be
adjusted by

A. Changing the oil pressure
B. adding or removing shins
C. turning:the spool valve adjuster, .

D. changing the positiOn"of the steering wheel

1 20.. If a power sieering pump beit squeaks when the steering wheel is
turned to the stops,usually it indicates that the

A. belt is too tight
B. belt is too loose or worn
C. cross section of the belt is incorrect
D. fluid is low

21. If a linkage type power steering cylinder is damaged internallk,
it-mast

A. be disassembled for adjustment
B. have the internal parts replaced
6: be replaced as a unit
D. be honed and fitted with an oversize piston

A 22. The weight'or pressure required to'deflect a spring leaf is
called the

A. spring rate
B. spring weight
C. spring defleetion
D. spring.rebound



C 23. The rear suspension system in which the driving torque is
absorbed by the springs is carled.a+

Co.

A. torque-tube drive
B. differential.drive
C. Hotchkiss 'drive
D..HpoWe's drive

J

C 24. The rear suspension system in which'the driving torque is
transMitted to the engine mounts by connecting the differential
housing to the transmission housing is called a

A. Hooke's drive
B. Hotchkiss drive
C. torque-tube drive
D. differential drive

B 25. In a fear suspension system that uses coil springs, the devices
connected between the housing and the frame are called

A. axle arms
B. control arus
C. stabilizers
D. wheely bars

C 26. In a typical ball joint type front-suspension s)kstem, the lower
suspension arm is connected-between the car frame and the

A. ull6per suspension arm
B. shock absorber arm
C. steering knuckle
D. steering arm

B 2 . When a direct-acting shock absorber is compressed or telescoped,
fluid passes through the piston orifices into the upper part of
the cylinder and

A. out of the reservoir
B. into the reservoir
C. into the dust shield
D. out of the dust shield

C 28. The point at which the centerline of the wheel and the centerline
of the ball joints cross is called the

A. included angle
B. point of departure
C. point of intersection
D. slip angle

4 4
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A 29. The back tilt of the steering axhs from the verticle is called

A. positive-caster-
B: negative castcr
C. positive oambee
D. negative camber

A 30. PoSitive caster will' tend to cause a vehicle to

A. rollout on turns.
B. bank on tuins
C. roll-in on turns
D. toe-in on turns

A 31. In the steering gear,a geaNsector, stud, or toothed roller is
meshed with a

A. worm gear
B. ball.bearing
C. roller bearing
D. steering wheel

,lr

C 32. The independent front suspension

A -33.

A. uses fewer,moving parts.than a rigid dile,suspens.ion
B. uses a beam to hold the wheelstogether
C. allows one wheel to move up and down without directly

affecting the other one
D. uses the Reverse Elliot type axle ,

A suspension stabilizer bar twists when

A. one spring deflects
B. the vehicle is heavily loaded
C. the vehicle:is stopped quickly
D. both wheels move up and down together

34. The ends of the front stabilizer bar attach to the

A. upper control arns
B. fraMe
C. steering arns
D. lower control arns

B 35. On most vehicles that use a unit body,the shock,absorbers are
usually found between.the

A. upper and.lower control arms
B. bodrand upper control arm
C. lower control arm and frame
D. steering knuckle support and lower control arm
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36. The device in the front suspension which limits the difference
in spring'action is called the

A. shock absorber'
B. lower control arm
C. upper control arm
D. stabilizer bar

B 37. The spring eye is formed on the

A. hanger
B. main leaf
C. shackle
D. shortest leaf

C 38.,The spring is attached to ond end of the framie by a hanger and to
the other end by a

A. clamp
B. bolt
C. shackle
D..14.1" bolt

A 39. The,most common type of spring used on American-made cars with
independent front suspension is the

A. coil 40

B. leaf
C. torsion bar

. D. hydraulic

B 40. The most commonly used 'type of leaf spring is the

A. quarter elliptic
B. semielliptic .

C. three-quarter elliptit ..

D. full elliptic

C 41. The unsprung weight is that part of the vehicle which is

A u

t
pportea by the springs

B. ot attached to the springs
C. t supported by the siirings
D. directly above the springs

C 42. Ihe purpose of a shock absorber is to

A. support the weight of the vehicle
B. increase the flexibility of the spring
C. dampen spring oscillations
D. absorb engine vibrations

4 6
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B 43. The actual amount of toe-in is normally,set at

A. zero inches
B. a fraction of an inch
C. 1"
D. 1 1/2"

C 44. When the outside wheel is moved about 200 during a tun), the inside
wheel is moved about,

A. 17°
B. 20°
C. 23°
D. 29°

D 45. When a vehicle is in motion, the parallel rolling of the front
wheels is controlled by

A. caster
B. camber
C. steering gecimetry,
D. toe-in

D 46. The rubber impregnated fabric material of a tire is called the

r

A. shoulder
B. tread
C. body
D. body ply

47. Excessive wear/at the center of a tire tread is caused by

A. over inflaiion
B.'under inflation
C. too much/positive camber
D. too Much/toe-in

C 4B. A tire tread wear that produces feather edges is caused by

A. worn 1rakes
B. excessive kingpin inclination
C. incorrect toe-in
D. under inflation

C 49. The pull on a vehicle caused by a road crown is best corrected by

A. running the left tire with less pressure
B./Putting a larger tire on the right front wheel
C./increasing the pdSitive caster in the left front wheel
Di increasing the amount of toe-in

4 7
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D. 50. The tire stem of a free turning balanced wheel will always stop at

A. the top
B. the bottom
C. the side .

D. a different spot each time

B 51. Before alining the front wheels of a vehicle, the mechanic should
check tire inflation, wheel bearing condition, and

A. wheel run-in
B. wheel balance
C. steering axis runout
D. toe-in on turns

B .52. Steering gear end play or preload adjustment is usually checked
by using

A. a feeler gauge
B. a torque wrench
C. a dial indicator
D. prussian blue )

'C 53. When overhauling a power steering unit, the most important
procedure that a medhanic should follow is to

A. work fast
B. paint the exterior of the unit
C. keep parts and work area free of dirt
D. use labor saving tools

D 54. When replacing a ball joint, it is very important to

A. remove the cotter pin from the stud nut
B. remove the tie-rod end
C. remove the steering knuckle assembly
D. keep the coil spring compressed

55. Toe-out on turns is adjusted by

A. altering the length of the tie rod
B. altering the length of the'steering arm
C. altering the length of the A frame
D. replacing the damaged parts

B 56. independent rear suspension normally has a camber adjustment and
in many cases also an adjustment for

A. caster
B. toe-in
C. toe-out on turns
D. steering axis of inclination

4 8
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B 57. Hard steering may be caused by

A. worn ball joints
B. lack of lubrication in the steering linkage and ball joints

or kingpins
C. tight wheel bearings
D. poorly edjusted brakes

D 58. Shims are used on some front suspension systems to changethe

A. kingpin adjustment
B. length of the tie/fcI
C. amount of toe-out on turns
D. caster adjustment

D 59. When doing a wheel alinement job, toe-in is the

A. only angle to adjust
B. first angle.to adjust
C. second angle to adjust
D. last angle to adjust

60. When checking the ball joints on a suspension system with coil
springs on the upper control arms, the jack is placed under the

A. coil spring
B. lower control arm inner shaft
C. lower ball joint
D. lower control arm and as close to the wheel as possible

4 9
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Sample Final Examination Part III -- Matching

Direotions: In the space provided to the left of each item in Column I,.
write the letter of the word or phrase from Column II which
best matches the item in Column I.

Column I

L 1. Excessive toe-in

M ,m2. Balance

J 3. Excessive'caster

H 4. Axis of inclination

O S. Rack and pinion

'D 6. Excessive camber

E 7. Shock absorber

C 8. -Under inflation

A 9. Torsion bar

G 10. Steering geometry

Column II

A. Type of spring

B. Slip angle

C. Causes tire to wear on outer edges

D. Causes tire to wear on one side of
tread

E. Controls oscillation

F. Pitman arm

G. Toe-out on turns

H. Makes steering easier

I. Drag link

J. Hard steering

K. Control angle

L. Causes iire to scuff

M. Wheel tramp

N. Kingpin bushing

0. Direct steeiing

P. Upper control arms

--
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USING AUDIOVISUAL MATERIALS
Audiovisual materials are-both a tool for teaching and an avenue for

learning and are well,suited to stimulate a high lexel of class involvement.
It is suggested that audiovisual materials be used with a variety of
learning activities and that the instructor not devote an entire class
session to the use of such materials. The following suggestions may help
the instructor,use audiovisual materials more effectively in class
presentations.

Man the Pkuentation (aganization and Method4)

Always preview any audiovisual material to become familiar,with its
content and see that it correlates with the lesson. Adult students
dislike time fillers and inappropriate presentations. While Pieviewing,
prepare comments which might answer such quelations as the following:

What is being illustrated?

Why is the presented material important?

What are" the important terns and understandings being pre ente ?

What are some apprOptiate topics which could be used to stimulate
class discussions?

Pupate the Equipment and Mate/r2 0:14 :o

Request the required equipment several days ahead of tine from the
director of adult eduCation or person in charge of audiovisual equipment.
Then, see that it is delivered prior to the starting of the class. Check
the equipment to see that it is all in working 4der. Before the class

'begins, practice using the equipment to become acquainted with its operation.
Arrange the room so that everyone can see and is comfortable. Have a screen
ready, and place it so that the least amount of outside light is reflected
onto it. The wall may .be used, but a screen is much more desirable. The
larger the room and the larger the audience, the larger the screen that is,
needed. Be sure there is a table for the projector, an electrical outlet,
an extension'cord, and a spare projector lamp_in case the one in use fails.

If the class is held during .the day, be sure the room can be darkened
and yentilated. Check to see that the lights can be turned off without
shutting off the power to the projector. At the conclusion of the presenta-
tion, allow the fan on the tachine to cool the equipment for a few minutes
before completely shutting off the power.'

51
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..0/tient the Ca4.6 (Backg4ound Mate/UAL)

- Explain the subject matter that is going to be presented. Discuss .

"the important terns used, and indicate the main points that will be covered.

Make the.P4e4entation

Have the film th
or filmstrip for discus
of'waiting until the

amethe projector ready for use. Stop the film
as the need arises auring the'showing instead

entation has been completed. A filmstrip may be
used as a Whole or'as a part, whichever is appropriate to the needs of the'
trainees. It may also bestopped at any frame for discussion or questions.
At the end of the showing, make your comments and encourage discussion and
questions from the trainees.

Summti.ze the Concept4 and Undeutandinp

Itemize the important learnings on the chalkboard as_ they are contrib-
uted by the class. AIlow time for the trainees to raise other questions
which may lead to a more-complete understanding of the topic. Encourage
trainees to keep some kind.of notation for future review. .

Evatuate the Knoweedgea Acquited

Prepare a list of questions which might assist trainees to evaluate
how well they have learned the important points of the presentation. One
approach might be for the instructor to present the qbestion and pause for
a few moments to allow the trainees to form their-answers before responding.
Interest could be generated, by asking the trainees to keep tradk of the
number of their correct answers.

Fottavo With Oppottunitie4 To Expto4e New Knoweedge6

Introduce several new topics for discussion which will motivate the
trainees to a further investigation.of the subject.

Retutn the Equipment and Matekiato

After the .class is over, make arrangements.to return the equipment and
schoolowned audiovisual materials. For an item ordered from an out-of-
school source, complete thvequired attendance report, prepare the material
for mailing, and make arrangements for its prompt return.
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PREPARING AND USING TRANSPARENCIES
Materials for use on the overhead projector may be prepared by hand,

the heat-transfer process, and the color-lift process. Each method is
described briefiy for those who might wish to make their own original
transparencies.

Gene/me Sugge4tion4

Select any content that is appropriate for an overhead transparency.

Keep content of transparency simple.

Organize the content of the transparency carefully.

Use multiple overlays (one transparency over another) for the
development of a concept or to show Steps.

Keep master and overlays in register with crosshair marks in opposite
corners.

Use color to make the transparency attractive, but only enough color
for emphasis. Color-toned sheets or colored ink may be used to
identify parts of a drawing or picture.

Plan transparency for horizontal prbjection.

Use letters and symbols that are at least 1-inch high: Use a
letteriRg guide or dry-transfer letters and syabole_to produce
attractive titles or labels.

Leave a i-inch clear margin on all sides of the transparency.

Use a pointer to identify a specific part and then remove it quickly
or lay pointer on transparency, for a hand-held pointer cannot be
keptsteady and is distracting.

Use a sliding or hinged mask to control the rate of disclj4sure when_
more than one step is included on a transparency.

Handmade PADCe44

Produces a simple and inexpensive transparency.

Materials Needed

,Plastic sheet or roll clear or frosted

5 3
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Markers - grease pencil or pen

Ink - transparent or india

Suggested Procedures
;4.

Mark directly on the plastid sheet. This may be done in front of
the class as the lesson is being given or may be p#epared ahead of
time.

Remove materials placed on.a handmade transparency With a sponge qr
cloth moistened with water or a special cleaning fluid. Then the
transparency is ready to be Used again.. .

Hea,t-Thanz Puce44
dek

Produces a transparency from almost any original hatAs flexible and.no
thicker than a sheet of paper.

Materials Needed

Plastic sheets

Item to be copied

Copying machine

Suggested Procedures

Material to be copied can be opaque or
a carbon-type ink base (black).

Follow the directions for the 'specific
recommended 'type of plastic sheets..

C06/1.-1.4t Phode44 Dtymount 1211.e44

translucent but should have

copying machine; use the

Produces a transparency by transferring the ink (4 a printed picture to
sheet of transparent film. Only material printed on a-clay-based paper
may be used.

Materials Needed

Special film

Detergent

Flat tray

Drymount press

Pressure boards

'Item to be transferred

5 4
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Suggested Proceares

Select and te'st the picture to be lifted. Wet the fingertip and
rub over an unprinted portion of the page. Clay-based papers will
leave a white residue on fingertip.

Dry the piCture for 5 seconds in a drymount press at 270° F.

Put the picture on the coated side of the special film and place
between presSure boards. 'Heat the resulting,sandwich for 2-3 minutes
in a drymount press set for 270° F.

.Place picture and film in lukewarm water containing a liquid
detergent. Soak for.2 minutes-vr until the paper pulls easily from
the acetate.

Wash clay coating from picture and dry film 'carefully.

Spray-ink surface with clear.lacquer spray. .Allow spray to dry;
then mount tiarisparency.

55
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GLOSSARY

Ackerman principle: A design which reduces tire scuff during turns by
making the inner wheel turn* a sharper angle than the outer wheel.

Air spring: A device that uses air under pressure to p06duce a spring
action.

Alinement: The process of bringing the various parts of a unit into proper
positions relative to each other or to a predetermined locdtion.

Antifriction bearing: A bearing that uses rolling action (balls or rollers)
to reduce friction between parts.

AUtomatic level control: A type of suspension system
of the vehicle at a predetermined level regardless of

Ball bearing-(antifriction): A bearing consisting of
steel balls contained in hardened steel races.

which keeps the rear
the load.

a series of hatidened,

Ball joint: A flexible joint that uses a ball and socket type of
construction

Belted-bias tire: A type of tire icOnstruction that reinforces the normal
plies with a fabidc or fiber around the circumferende
of the tire just under the tiead.. -

. .._

Bias-ply tire: A type of tire construction in which the plies crisscross
f ti,th other; ,the,common tire style.

Buhing (friction): A bearing or removable sleeve that has a bearing
surface on its inside surface,

Camber: The moving of the top OlOthe tire away from the vertical plane;
when the movement is outward at the top, the camber is positive.

Casing: The pa rt of a tire that is made of fabric or cord and to which
rubber is vulcanized.

Caster (wheetalinement): The backward,or forward tilt of the steering
knuckle to oktain directional stability.

Center of gravity: The point of an object Whe
considered to be concentrated.

all of its weight may



Center steering linkage: A type of steering system that uses tie rods
connected to steering arms and a central idler arm.

Chassis: The frame, suspension, and running gear of a vehicle without the
body and fenders.

Coil spring: A spring steel roc wound In a spiral pattern.

Contact patch: The part of the tire tread that contacts the road surface.

Cornering wear: Tire-tread wear caused by taking turns at excessive speeds.

Direct-acting shock absorber: A device that uses a double acting piston
moving in a cylinder to restrict spring movement.

Directional stability (steering): The ability of a vehicle to move
forward in a straight line with a mimimum of driver control.

Drag link: A steel rod that connects the pitman arm to one of the steering
knuckles or a centeridler arm.

Dropped axle: A front axle that has been changed so as to lower the frame
of the vehicle.

DynamiObalance: The even distribution of the weight mass of a revolving
object:

tccentric (off center): A protrusion on a shaft that rubs against or is
gonnected to another part in order to change rotary motion to
reciprocating motiop.

Elliot type axle: A front axle beam with "C",shaped yokes on each end
which support the steering knuckles.

Frame: The metal-structural parts that support the chassis and body of a
vehicle and which in turn are supported by the wheels.

Frame gauges: Gauges hung from the frame to check frame alinement.

Friction bearing: A bearing that uses sliding action to reduce friction
between parts.

'Front-end geometry: The angular relationahip between the front wheels
with their attaching parts and the frame of the vehicle; includes caster,
camber, steering axis of inclination, toe-in, and toe-out on turns.

Full-floating axle: A rear drive aXle in which the driving shaft does not
support the vehicle's weight but merely drives the wheel.

Hard steering: A situation in which more effort than normal is required
toturn a vehicle at highway speeds.

5 7
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Hotchkiss drive: A type of rear suspension in which the driving force of
the rear wheels is transmitted to the frame thro h the rear springs.

Hydrolastic suspension: A type of suspension which uses rubb4 spridgs in
conjunEtion with a water and alcohol hxdraulic balancing sysfem.

Idler arm: A link used to support one end of a tie rod or drag link'and
which transfers steering action from the stailLitillg gear ta.khe steering arms.

Included angle (steering): The angle formed by drawing center lines
through the steering axis and center of the wheel when viewed from the
front of the vehicle; includes camber angle plus steering axis of
inclination.

Independent spehsion: A type,of suspension system that permits each
wheel to mov up and down with little affect on the other wheels.

Inertia: The force which tends to keep a stationary body at rest or a
moving body in motion until acted upon by some outside force.

Jiggler: A device used with some on-the-car wheel balancers that has a
point which vibrates when the wheel is out of balance.

Kingpin: A hardened steel pin that passes through the steering knuckle
and axle end.

Kingpin inclination (kpi): The 'tilt of the tops of the kingpins inward
from the"vertical centerline of the wheel. Also called steering axis
inclination.

Lead: The tendency of a vehicle to pull to one side of the road.

Leaf spring: A tYpe of suspension spring made up of one or more pieces
of flat spring steel.

Linkage power steering: A type of power steering in which the power,units
(power cylinder and valve) are part of the steering linkage:

Live axle: An axle which holds and drives the wheel.

Locknut: A nut turned down against a holding nut in order to prevent
loosening.

Longttudinal leaf spring: A leaf spring mounted parallel to the length
of the vehicle.

.. \

Loose steering: Excessive motion in a steering system.

Low pivq, swingsaxle: A rear axle design in which the differential housing
is attached to the frame by a pivot mount.

"Mag" wheel: A trade name for a special type of wheel.

5 8
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Needle bearin : A bearing composed of many small diameter rollers fitted
into a race.

"0" ring: A ring made of special rubber-like material which is fitted,
into grooves to provide a sealing action.'

Oversteer: The tendency for a vehicle negotiating a corner to turn pore
sharply than the driver intended.

Parallelogram steering linkage: A type of steering 'system that uses two
short tie rods which are connected to the steering arms'and a long center
link. The center link is supported by an idler arm on one end, and is attached
directly to the pitman arm on the other end. This arrangement forms a
parallelogram.

Pitman arm: A short arm which transmits.the steering force from the
steering gear cross-shaft:n:1 the steering linkage.

Pitman-arm stop: A device used on some cars (mainly those using linkage power
steering) to prevent excessive pitman-arm travel.

Power cylinder: A device used to produce the force needed to activate a
mechanism or system..

Power rack: A rack used 'in some power steering units to transmit force
from the power cylinder to the pitman shaft.

Power steering: A type of steering system that uses hydraulic pressure to
reduce the driver's turning effort.

Preloading: The application of a small amount of pressure to an
antifriction bearing to eliminate any play, in the system.

11*,g ,

p.s.i.: 13acinds per square inch.

Rack-and-pinion steering: A type of steering in which a pinion on the :end
of the steering shaft meshes with a rack on the main crossmember of the-
steering linkage. ',

1

Radial-bias tire: A type of tire cqhstruction in which'the plies are
constructed perpendicular to the rim'and with a circumferential belt placed -i .

on top them.

f ,

Reamer: A metal-cutting tool with a series of sharpfluted cutting edges. '
used to remove material accurately to a finished diameter. -

Recirculating ball: A type of steering system that uses a serles oP.s t eel e`t#'
balls that Ifeed through grooves cut in the worm which engage a.ntt And
cause it to move along the worm. .,

Relief valve: A type of valve that opens when a preset pressure is FeatheCi.

;

Reverse Elliot _type axle: A front axle beam with ends that fit intothd-
yoke of the steering knuckles;commonly used on trucks.

5 9
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Road. feel: The vibrations or feedback given to the driver through the
steering wheel relative to the handling qualities of a vehicle in motio'n,*

Road shock: The vibrationssgiven to the steering wheel by depressions or
obstacles in the road.

Scuff gage: A device used to check toe-in..

Sector: A section of a gear.

Shackle: A device used to fasten the end of a leaf spring to the Chassis.

Shim: A thin piece of material Installed between two objects to increase
the distance between them

Shimpy: A condition in whihLthe front wheels of a vehicle Move rapidly
from side'to side withomf any apParent external force,

.N:

Shock.absorber: .4A deviC'e 'I'Ised tO 'control spring oscillations.
N - J#

Skid:, The condition when'a tire fli1s"to4maintain traction with the road
I .41.

surface.. . ,... . ',..,' .

. l

:...:!5lip angle: The differenCe between.-tYfe actUsal' path' taken by a vehicle going
' around a turn and the path-the Vehicle wouJhave taken if it had gone in

_

'the exact directlon:that thewheelwere po ted. ,

\ .
/

Skibber: A deviSs&that,limits-the Movement ofsoMe part.
.. , V1

% .
13-Inals: The ma6h44 d phaftlthe steerinikn les on Which the front'

:..
wheel bearings ar. tinted.-

A

r ,. -Ar
Spool valve:

.io.7

A hydr:au.lic bObtrol valie shaped somewhat" ilke a spool used

ill. a powep steerin4control unit. .

.

i

. : C.
I i J4, A

, SIgin: A evice thattyielft. undei, pressure apd re-ns to its original
,. -.

. .
. :%po ition er the4Dripsure is removed. 4'!,

. --"
!,

H '

dr10:1300S,ter:2Ji ael'vicetuSed to\inCrease the load Capacy bf standard
ringa. ,.!' -.I,' .

/ 4 , .

, :
.

.A. , ,;. Jo
.,.. ,,

SOring windup:.: eshape tahieby rear'leaf-springs dpring-acceleration
or1lraking5

i.
,u'. ...

'4

4. I
Spriing viight: The weiert4pf dll thekts 'Of a vehicle that are supported
by tht suspen4iop. 4.'.

; ,.6 .

St011ier'bdr-. A'spririg steel bar thakt".controls:,and...mlnimizes body lean on

bOrlle . Also called: a sq0 bar. ,.

. ..

/ .

. " .- ',, l'I :
,!Z ta t i c .,be ce: The even'distribution of the weight mass around the axis
Of. rotation. . ..,;-% .
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Steering arm: The part of the steering knuckle that attaches to the tie
rod:

Steering axis: The centerline through the ball joints in a front suspension
system.

Steering axis inclination: The tilt of the tops of the kingpins inward
from the vertical centerline of the wheel. Also called kingpin inclination.

Steering gear: The gears on the lower end of the steering column that
multiply the force applied ti) the steering wheel.

Steering geometry: The various angles involved in the front end suspension
and alinement of a vehicle.

Steering kick back: The rapid moVements of the steering wheel when the
front wheels encounter obstructions in the road.

Steering knuckle: The part of the spindle that pivots on either a kingpin
or ball joints.'

Steering knuckle angle: The angle formed between a line;througb the ball
jOints of.a front suspension and the centerline of the spindle. Also
called the included angle.

Steering post or column: The shaft that connects the steering gear unit
with the steering wheel.

Steering wheel: The wheel at the top of the steering shaft which is used
to guide the vehicle:

Suspension arm: The part of the front suspension that is pivoted to the
frame at one end and to the steering knuckle support at the other end.

gwing axle: A rear suspension system in which each driving wheel is able to
move up or dbwn independently.

Thrust bearing: A bearing designed to resist side pressure.

Thrust washer: A bronze or a hardened steel washer placedbetween two
moving parts to provide a bearing surface and prevent longitudinal movement.

te

Tie rod: A rod in the steering system that connects the pitman arm to the
steering knuckle arms.

Tilt steering wheel: A type of'steering wheel that can be tilted at
various angles.

Tire balance: The condition in a wheel when the weight mass is evenly
distributed around the axis of rotation.

Tire bead: The part of the tire that'bears'against the rim flange.
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Tire plies: The layers of fabric that form the casing of a tire.

Tire rotation: Changing the location of the tires on a vehicle to equalize
any irregularities in wear.

Tire sidewall: The part of the tire between the tread and the bead.

Tire tread: The part bf the tire that contacts the road.

Toe-in: The condition in which the clstance between the front part of the
wheels is less than the distance between the rear part of the wheels.

Toe-out on turns: A design that allows the inner wheel to turn more sharply
than the outer wheel as a vehicle goes around a corner.

Tolerance: A permissible variaiion between two extremes of a specified
dimension.

Torque: A turning or twisting forces

Torque tube drive: A type of rear suspension in which the driving force of
the.rear wheels is transmitted to the frame through a torque tube
surrounding the drive shaft.

Torque wrench: A special wrench that-indicates the amount of force being
applied to a bolt or nut.

Torsion bar: A long spring steel rod so attached that it provides a spring
action when its free-end is twisted.

Torsion bar suspension: A suspension system that uses torsion bars in
place of leaf or coil springs.

0
Track: The distance between the wheels on one axle.

Tracking: The condition in which the rear wheels follow the path made by
the front wheels.

Traction bar: A bar or link attached to the frame and rear axle housing
to prevent spring windup during heavy acceleration or braking.

Tramp: The hopping motion of the front or rear wheels at high speeds due
to an unbalanced condition or excessive wheel runout.

Transaxle: .1 drive design in which the transmission and differential are
combined into a single unit.

Transverse leaf spring: A leaf spring mounted at right angles to the
length of the car.

Tread: The part of the tire which contacts the roadway.

Troubleshooting: The investigation necessary to determine the cause of a
problem. Also implies correction by eliminating the cause.
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Turning radius: The radius of the smallest circle which a vehicle can be
turned.

"U" bolt: A bolt used to attach the spring to the rear axle.

Understeer: The tendency for a car negotiating a corner to turn less
sharply than the driver intended.

Unit body: A body of a vehicle.which acts as the frame.

Unsprung weight: All the parts of a vehicle that are not supported by the
suspension, wheels, and tires.

Wandering: The condition in which the steered wheels of a vehicle vary
from their intended path causing interference with the directional control
of the vehicle.

Wheel aliner: A device yed to check camber, caster, and toe-in.

Wfieel balancer: A device used to check the balance of a wheel either
statically or dynamically.

Wheelbase: The distance between the centerline of the front wheels and
the centerline of the rear wheels.

Wheel hop: The bouncing action of the Wheels during heavy acceleration or
braking.

0
Wheel runout: A lack of aainement of the wheel to the axle which'causes
the wheel to wobble as it rotatea.

Wheel tramp: A hopping motion of the front wheels that causes vibrations
at high speeds.

Wide treads; wide oval: *Tires in which the heighth, bead to tread surface,
is about 60 or 70 percent of the width acrpss outside of carcass.

Worm gear: A spiral shaped gear cut on a shaft; used on the lower end of
the steering shaft.

Worm and miller: A ty/ie of system that uses a roller on one end of the
cross-shaft to engage the worm gear on the steering shaft.

Worm and sector: A type of steering system that uses a worm gear to engage
a section (portion of a gear) on, the cross-shaft.

Worm Snd taper pin: A type of steering system that uses a tapered pin at
the end of the cross-shaft to engage the worm gear on the steering shaft.
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DIRECTORY
American Insurance Association
85 John St.
New York, N.Y. 10038

American Motors Corp.
Customer Relations Dept.
14250 Plymouth Rd.
Detroit, Mich. 48232

American Petroleum Institute
1801 K St. NW.
Washington, b.c. 20006t

American Vocational Journal
American Vocational Association, Inc.
1510 H St. NW.
Washington, D.C. 20005

Ammco Tools Inc.
2100 Commonwealth Ave.
North Chicago, Ill. 60064

Auto Books
2900 Magnolia Ave.
Burbank, Calif. 91503

Automotive Service Industry
Association

230 North Michigan Ave.
Chicago, Ill. 60601

Bear Manufacturing Corp.
2830 Fifth St.
Rock Island, Ill. 61201

Bee, Line Co.

Davenport, Iowa 52808

Chicago Rawhide ManufacturinvCo.
900 North State St.
Elgin, Ill. 60120

f
Chilton Book Co.
401-Walnut St.
Philadelphia, Pa. 19106

F.

Chrysler Corp.
Dodge Division .

7900 Joseph Campau St.
Detroit, Mich. 48231

Chrysler Corp.
Plymouth Division
Box 1658

opetroit, Mich. 48231

thrysler Corp.
Service Publications
Box 857
Detroit, Mich. 48231

Classic Motorbooks
3844 Thomas Ave. South
Minneapolis, Minn. 55410

Coronet Films
65 East South Water St.
Chicago, Ill. 60601

DCA Educational Products, Inc.
4865 Stenton Ave.
Philadelphia, Pa. 19144.

Delmar Publishers& Inc.
Mountainview Ave.
Albany, N.Y. 12205

Drake Printing Co.
Pontiac Repaii Manuals
2000 West Eight Mile Rd.
Ferndale, Mich. 48220

Exxon Co., U.S.A.
Northeastern Region Office
Hutchison River Parkway
Pelham, N.Y. 10803

,Fel-Pro, Inc,
Division of Felt Products
'Manufacturing Co.

7450 North McCormick Blvd.
Skokie, Ill. 60076
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Floyd Clymer Publications
222 North Vergil Ave.
Los Angeles, Calif. 90004

Ford Motor Co.
Educational Affairs Dept.
3000 Schaefer Rd.
Warborn, Mich. 48124

Ford Motor Co.
Industrial Relations, Employee
Programs

American Rd.
Dearborn, Mich. 48121

Ford Motor Co.
Service Publications (Ford and
Mercury)

Box 7750
Detroit, Mich. 48207

General Motors Corp.
Buick Motor Division
Service Publications Dept.
Flint,,Mich. 48550

General Motors torp.
Cadillac Motor Car Division
Service Dept..
Box 297
Detroit, Mich. 48232

General Motors Corp.
Chevrolet Motor Division
Service Dept.
General Motors Bldg.
Detroit, Mich. 48202

General Motors Corp.
Film Library
General Motors Bldg.
Detroit, Mich. 48202

General Motors Corp.
Oldsmobile Division
Service Dept.
Lansing, Mich. 48921

General Motors Corp.
Pontiac Motor Division
Service. Dept.

Pontiac Plaza
Pontiac, Mich. 48

General Motors Corp.
Public Relations Staff
General Motors Bldg.
Detroit, Mich. 48202

General Motors Technical Center
Educational Relations Section
Warren, Mich. 48090

Glenn Mitchell Manuals, Inc.
4926 Savannah St.
San Diegd, Calif. 2140 ,

Goodheart-Willcox Co., Inc.
18250 Harwood Ave.
Homewood, Ill. 60430

Helm, Inc.
Chevrolet Manual Dept.
Box 7706
Detroit, Mich. 48207

Howard W. Sams and to.,Inc.
4300 West 62d St.
Indianapolis, Ind. 46268

Hunter Engineering Co.
1250 Hunter Dr.
Bridgeton, Mo. 63044

Industrial Education
CCM Professional Magazines, Inc.
7250 Westfield Ave.
Pennsauken, N.J. 08110

J. H. Bender Equipment Co., Inc.
2315 North 26th St.
Birmingham, Ala. 35207

John Bean Division
FMC Corporation
Lansing, Mich. 48909

'McGraw-Hill Book Co.
330 West 42d St.
New York, N.Y. 10036
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Moog Industries, Inc.
Box 7224
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Motor Book Division
Hearst Magazines
250 West 55th St.
New York, N.Y. 10019

Mt. San Jacinto College
MUlti-Madia Office
21400 Highway 79
Gilman Hot Springs, Calif. 92340

0
National Audiovisual Center
National Archives and Records

Service
Washington, D.C. 20409

New York Stata Department of Labor
Divisidn of Employment
State Campus
Albany, N.Y. 12226

'New York State Petroleum Council
751 Third Ave.
New York,'N.Y. 10017

Omega Manufacturing Co.
Box 7188
Cleveland, Ohio 44128

Owatonna Tool Co.
352 Nixon St.
Owatonna, Minn. 55060

Robeit Bentley Inc.
872 Massachusetts Ave.
Cambridge, Mass. 02139

School Shop
Prakken Pub li.çations

416 Longshore r.

'Ann Arbor, Mich. 48107

Science Research Associates, Inc.
259 East Erie St.
Chicago, Ill. 60611

Scott Education Division
The Plastic Coating Corp.
Holyoke, MasS. 01040

Snap-On Tools Corp.
8028 28th Ave.
Kenosha, Wis. 53140
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State University of New York at
Albany

Film Service
.1400 Washington Ave.
Albany, N.Y. 12203

Sterling Educational Films
241 East 34th St.
New York, N.Y. 10016

3M Co. .

Visual Products Division
3M.Center
St. Paul, Minn. 55101

TRW, Inc.
'Replacement Division
8001 East Pleasant Valley Rd.
Cleveland, Ohio 44131
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U.S. Department of Labor
Occupationaijafety and Health Adm.
Washington, D.C. 20210

U.S. Government Printing Office
Superintendent of Documents
Washington, D.C. 20402

Weaver Division
Walter Kidde & Co.
41ox 258
Springfield, Ill.

Wheel-A-Matic Co.
Griffin Rd.
West Franklin,

, Inc.

62705

of.America.
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